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 installation program Comedian and actor Louis C.K. is set to play Louis Armstrong in an upcoming biopic film.According to
Variety, Louis C.K. will star as the legendary jazz musician in "Louis Armstrong."The film is set to be directed by Elizabeth

Chai Vasarhelyi ( "Trolls") from a script by "The Sessions" writer and director Ben Lewin.In addition to playing Armstrong in
the film, "it will explore his personal and professional relationship with musician Duke Ellington," the outlet reports. In light of
the events that led to Louis C.K.'s unprecedented career ban, Paramount Pictures recently announced that the comedian would
return to the big screen to portray the jazz legend with the June 20 release of his upcoming biopic.Due to sexual misconduct

allegations levied against Louis C.K., Paramount Pictures announced in November that the comedian would no longer play the
role of Armstrong in the film and hired IATSE International president Derek S. Fisher to serve as the executive producer on the
film and a producer of the upcoming biopic.IATSE's Fisher was the second national leader to rebuke Louis C.K. in the wake of
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the allegations. In December, president of the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA) Andy Ackerman
said in a statement that Louis C.K. should be fired from "any project that has a close creative or personal relationship with" the
comedian."We are unequivocally opposed to his alleged actions, and will continue to take any and all necessary action to protect
our members from abusive conduct, which is never acceptable," Ackerman said. Reinvention is the title of both the first feature
film and first major exhibition on James Turrell, but that is hardly what attracted me to this artist. For one thing, I'd heard of his
work; I admired it. What turned me on to Turrell was the fact that, as an outsider to the art world, he was forced to engage with

an art world that the public didn't seem to recognize or understand, and to deal with the criticism and misunderstanding that
came with that."New" is a term I find dubious for Turrell, who is 70 and spent his life in New Mexico. But that's what this
exhibition asks us to believe, and it is that intention that first turns me on to him. The first thing you will notice about the

exhibition is how difficult it is to recognize Turrell's early work as his work at all. 82157476af
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